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Risk Management: Marketing, Insurance, Finance, Transition Planning and
Government Programs
The Situation
Commodity markets are volatile — with prices
moving in response to a good crop, increasing input
costs, and potential changes to government programs
in the increasingly delayed farm bill. These factors
increase market risk for agricultural producers in
both the grain and livestock markets. The increased
risks magnify decisions farm managers make and
require a good understanding of markets and
available marketing tools, such as futures and
options, crop insurance, finance, and government
programs.

What We Did
Our team provided risk management education
through a series of Risk Assessed Marketing (RAM)
workshops; regional crop insurance workshops; Ag
Profitability, Risk and Profit, and Ag Lenders
conferences; and a variety of other meetings across
the state and nation. In addition, web-based
education was offered through a series of more than
50 timely and relevant newsletters and papers.
Agents from K-State Research and Extension
conducted local and regional meetings for farm
families making transitions.

Outcomes
Risk management program participants learned to
integrate alternative marketing techniques with
crop insurance and government programs to
develop and plan their risk management strategies.
The RAM workshops give attendees a simulated
hands-on experience in managing a typical grain
farm for a year. Participants select crop insurance
coverage, decide on government program
participation, and use grain-marketing tools —
including forward contracts, hedging, and options
— throughout the marketing year. They use risk
management tools, such as put and call options,
and learn to understand the supply and demand
factors that affect grain markets. Nearly 150 crop

insurance agents, producers, lenders and other
agribusiness managers gained an in-depth
understanding of crop insurance changes, the
macroeconomic outlook, land values, and grain
markets, as well as a thorough update from USDA’s
Risk Management Agency. Finally, participants in
the farm transitions meetings learned to make and
began implementing plans to transition their
operations to the next generation.

Success Story
A participant at the RAM workshop at Hays wrote:
“I have always wanted to attend a class discussing
puts and calls on a basic level to even see how they
work. Now I have gained that knowledge. I look
forward to putting the things I learned here into
practice. Being able to use options in the case study
and see how they worked in a practical way gives
me more confidence in trying to use them in my
operation's marketing plan.”
The participant followed up with an email a few
months later:
“I just wanted you to know that I have been using
what I learned at the RAM workshop in February.
I'm now using put and call options, and it has
reduced the risk I face in marketing grain, while
also increasing my profits. Your workshop was very
helpful, especially the case study, so I could try
things that I had never done before.”
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